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A TOPOLOGICAL NOTE ON THE ADAMS SPECTRAL

SEQUENCE BASED ON MORAVA'S tf-THEORY

NOBUAKI YAGITA

Abstract. In this note, we compute the Hopf algebra K(n) (K{n)) and

consider the Adams spectral sequence of K(n)J-) theory.

1. Introduction. Miller and Ravenel [3] showed that

ExtBPiBP(BP„ [0-«]BP,//„) a Ext^^A»,, A»,).

Miller, Morava, Ravenel and Wilson [3], [4], [5] make use of the right side

group to compute stable homotopy groups of spheres. However, the group is

not straightway induced by the Adams spectral sequence based on Morava's

extraordinary K («)-theory [5]; in fact K(n)mK(ri) is purely algebraically

defined and is not isomorphic to ir^(K(n) A X(n)) = K(n)^(K(n)).

In this paper, however, we show that the group is isomorphic to E2-term of

the spectral sequence, i.e., if V(n — 1) exists,

ExW)<JÏ(n)(7v-(«)„ A»,) a ExtJ,(n)tU(n))(A'(«),(S0), K(n)¿V(n - 1))).

2. [t)^1]BP(S')^(BP(S)). Let BP,(-) be the Brown-Peterson homology

theory at a fixed odd prime p, with the coefficient BP^ ss Z^p)[vx, . . . ]. By

using the Sullivan's bordism theory with singularities [9], we can construct the

homology theory BP(S)„(-) with the coefficient BP„/(S) where S =

(Pi, . . . ) is a regular sequence of P¡ £ BP+. Since BP(S) is a ring spectrum

[7], BP(5)„(BP(S)) is a BP„-algebra. Note that BP„(BP) « BPJr'„ . . . ] and

77,(7^; Zp) « Zp[t'x, ...] ®A[Tu, . . . ] (see [1], [10]). Let /,: BP,(BP)^
BP(S),(BP)^BP(S)„(BP(S)) and i2: BP(S),(BP(S)) -* 77,(BP(S); Zp) -*

Hn(KZp; Zp) be maps induced by natural inclusion maps /,: BP -> BP(S) and

i2:BP(S)^KZp.

Theorem 1. Let S = (vJo = p, vJt, . . .) andjk < jk+x. Ifjk = kfor 0 < k <

m - 1 andjm ¥= m, then we have a BP'^-algebra isomorphism

[v-x]B?(SUB?(S))

«[üm-1]BP,[/„...]®A[T0,...,rm_1]/ (S,Vr(S))

where r„ t, are elements in BP(S%(BP(S)) so that ix(t'¡) = t¡, i2(i¡) = r¡ and

(S, r¡R(S)) is the ideal generated by (vJo, . . . , Vjtty), ■ ■ ■)■
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Proof. Let S„ = (vJo,. .., VjJ. Since BP(S„) is constructed by the cofiber

map

BP(S„_x)->BP(S„_x)^BP(Sn),

there is the BP^/S-module exact sequence

BP(S).(BP(S„))

Here, we note that by using the Sullivan (Bockstein) exact sequence [7], [9],

we can easily see that BP(S)«(BP) as BP,/(S) ®BP< BP,(BP), since BP is

torsion free and S is regular.

Assume n < m. Then, in BP^ÍBP), 1 A«,, = Vr^jJ = 0 mod

(p,.. ., um_i) c (S). By induction and compatibility of the product, we can

prove that vj: = 0 in BPÍS^BPÍS^,)) (see the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [9]).

And let t„ E 5 ~ '(1); then we can prove

BP(5),(BP(SJ) « BP,/ (5) ®BP< BP„(BP) ® A[r0, . . . , rn],

and moreover, we can choose t, so that i3(rf) = r¡ where /'3: BPiS^BPiS,,))

-» Hj(KZp; Zp) is the map induced by the natural inclusion map i3: BP(5n)

= BP(p,...,VjJ^KZp(see[9]).
Assume n > m. By [6] in BP,(BP) we have

mod(p, ...,vm,..., 7)Ä(om+i), • • • , Vk(vj.-i))

C(p,...,vm,...,t\,...,tj_x).

where j = f„ — m. Therefore i)R(vj) is a non zero divisor of

[v - x]BPt(BP)/(S, ^(S;.,)). By induction and also the compatibility of the

product, we can prove that o, is injective in [o^']BP(5)+(BP(5'n_1)), therefore

the proof is completed.

Remark 1. By the exact functor theorem for BP+/(p,. .. vm_x) [11] we

have

[c-'jBPiSM-) ^[v~x]BPJS ®BP. BP(p, ..., t>m_,),(-).

Using this fact, we can also prove Theorem 1.

By arguments similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we can prove that

[Üm-1]BP(5),(BP(5)ABP(5))

*[Ü-']BP(5),(BP(5))®BP(BP(S),(BP(S)).
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Hence [v~ ']BP(S%(BP(S)) is a Hopf algebra in the standard way [1].

Theorem 2. Let 4> be the coaction map in [v~x\B?(S\(B¥(S)).

(1) S'V'ik) = 2Mr, <8> f£l, where p is the product of the formal group law of

<2)W*)-2,>*fi«<li+l«T*.

Proof. By the coaction of BP#(BP) [1], [6] and the compatibility of the

product, (1) is immediate. Let /4: BP(1S,m_1)#(BP(S,m_1)) -> BP(S)«(BP(S)) be

the natural inclusion map. Since [t^1]/^ is epic by Theorem 1, we may prove

that (2) holds in BP(5m_,),(BP(5m_,)). Let »5: BP(5m_1)*(BP(Sm_1))^

Hj(KZp; Zp) be the natural inclusion map. Then by Theorem 3 in [10], we

have i5(\p(Tk) - (2)) = 0. But ker i5 = Ideal(üm, vm+l,...). Since dim rk =

2pk - 1 < 2(pm - 1), we have 4>(ik) = (2).

Example 1. Denote BP(p,. .., v„_x) by P(n) and BP(p,. . ., vn,.. . ) by

k(n) due to notations in [2]-{4].

P(«),(7>(«)) m P(n), ®BP, BP,(BP) ® A[r0, . . ., t„_,],

[vn-x]k(n)t(k(n)) ^[v-l]k(n), ®BP< BP,(BP)

®A[T0,...,T/1_1l/(v/'"-^r,.).

3-    ExtJf(„)iW„))(7C(«)+(5°),   K(n\(V(n -  1))).    Let   K(«),(-) =

[% ']*(#!).(-) [2], [3], [4]. Then we have

K(n),(K(n))=[v-x]k(nUK(n)) ^[v-x]c(K(n),(k(n)))

^n-l][vR(^yl]c{k(nUk(n)))^[v-x]k(nUk(n))

where c is the conjugation map.

On the other hand, in [3], [4], [6], K(n)^K(ri) (without parentheses) is

defined by

A»,A» = A», <g>BP< BP,(BP)/ {vntf - <>,).

Hence we have

A»„(A») ^ A-(«),7C(«) ® A[r0, . . . , r„_,].

Lemma 1. Let L, R be K(n)+K(n)-comodules; then we have

KrtK(n)tK(nlL, R) = ExtKMt{K{n))(L, R <8> A[To, . . . , t„_,]).

Proof. Let 0 -» 7? -» Rx -» .. . be the A'i«),, A'(n)-cobar resolution. Then

each 7?, is an extended K(n)+ AXn)-comodule. Then

0^ R ® A[t0, . . ., rn_x] -* Rx ® A[t0, ..., r„_,] ^ . ..

is   a   resolution   so   that   each   7?, ® A[t0, . . . , rn_x]   is   an   extended

#(/!),(#(fl))-comodule. Hence we need only prove that
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Hom^^L, R¡) = Hom*(n)t(*(„))(L, 7?, 0 A[t0, . . . , t„_,]),    (1)

where Horn is the homomorphisms of comodules.

Let/ E (the right side of (1)) and a E L. Let f(a) = I,baTa where ba E R¡

and t° = T0"»rf' .... Then t//(a) = 2^(6a)i|/(Ta). Here ^(ba) E R,

®*W. *(«)**(«) and «KO = 1 0 r" + 2K|<ht" 0 <V. But *(/(a)) =
f(t(a)) E Ri 0K(n)t K(n),K(n). Hence if |a| > 0 then ¡P(ba) = 0, so ba = 0.

Therefore we can consider/ E (the left side of (1)).

Now consider the Adams spectral sequence (see §15 in [1]). Since

K(n)t(K(n)) satisfies assumptions (i), (ii) on p. 317 in [1], there exists a

spectral sequence whose F2_term is

ExtK(n)t,KM)(K(nUX),K(nUY))

for arbitrary spectra X, Y. However, the assumption (iii) is not satisfied; the

spectral sequence doesn't necessarily converge to tt+[X, Y\py

Here, recall that V(n - 1) is the spectrum such that BPj(V(n - 1)) =

BP„/(/>, . . . , v„_x) [8]. Miller-Ravenel [3] showed

^KMtKin{K(n)^, K(n)J a ExtBP#(BP)(BP„ [v~x]BPJ (p, . . . , v„_x)).

We have the following theorem.

Theorem 3. If V(n - 1) exists,

ZnK(nKK(n{K(n)„K(n),)

a ExtK,nKiKM)(K(nUS°),K(nUV(n - 1))).

Proof. By Lemma 1, we need only prove that there is a K(n),(K(n))-

comodule isomorphism

K(n),(V(n - 1)) s K(n\ 0 A[r0, . . . , t„_,].

If V(n - 1) exists, then for 0 </'<«- 1, there exists  V(i) and it is

constructed by the following cofibering

V(i-l)^ F(i-1)->K(/).

By arguments similar to the proof of Theorem 1, the proof is easy.

Remark 2. In k(n)„(-) theory, assumptions (i), (iii) are satisfied, but (ii) is

not. Hence, for connected spectra X, Y, there exists the spectral sequence E¡

which converges to tt+[X, Y\p). However, the F2-term seems to be complica-

ted.
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